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1. Introduction 
Basho， one of the greatest travellers in ]apan， says in his famous trav巴1book， 
‘Days and months are travellers of eternity. So are th巴 yearsthat pass by. 
Those who steer a boat across the sea. or drive a horse over the earth until 
(1) 
they get old， spend every minute of their lives travelling.' This sense of travell-
ing is the key to the secret of D. H. Lawrence. For he could also live in travell-
ing itself and find his real home in wandering. 
People usually travel in order to arrive somewhere目 Butcan we find an end， 
or a goal in D. H. Lawrence's travelling? He writes in a short essay，‘Love' that 
‘Love is not a goal; it. is only a travel1ing. Likewise death is not a goal; it is a 
(2) 
travelling asunder into elemental chaos.' 
To him even death is not a goal. Those who always steer a boat across the 
sea have their own home in travelling itself. That is to say， they are staying in 
mOVlllg. 
Lawrence lets Birkin say about this sense of travelling in his famous novel， 
Womell in Love. Ursula says to Birkin: 'But one must live somewhere.' 
Birkin answers: 
下iotsomewhere -anywhere，' he said. 'One should i.u，st live anywhere 
(3) 
-not have a definite place. 1 don't want a definite place.' 
Of course in their conversation we cannot find the same sense of travelling as 
Basho had. Lawrence did not know Basho， and never read his books. 1 would 
like to say， however， D， H. Lawrence's world is not so far from our eastern one， 
When we got into ‘the old unconscious dark world' of D. H. Lawrence from the 
eastern gate， we may find a new wor1d western critics cannot notice. And so I 
think we may give some hints to western people who have said，‘He is genius， 
But .' 
Colin Wilson， one of the most eminent critics in England today， says in his 
famous book， The Strength to Dream， that ‘But at this point Lawrence's imagina-
tion always fails him; he obviously has no idea of what happens next. For this 
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reason， rnost of his stories dealing with the contp，Ist of prirnitive and artificial 
(4) 
are left unfinished， and the reader is left in the air.' 
Ar巴 al his stories left unfinished? Does he have no idea .of what happens 
next? 1 don't think so. I'rn afraid western people try to find sorne destination in 
'D. H. Lawrence's travelling. 
This is rny sirnpl巴 questionthat 1 have had since 1 first read his novel 
Although 1 only discuss the early three novels， 1 will try to find sorne answers 
to this q uestion 
2. 
D. H. Lawr巴nce'sfirst novel， The White Peacock， was begun in 1906 when he 
was a university student of twenty， and cornpleted in 1909 when he was a 
teacher at the Davidson Road Boy's School in Croydon. The second novel， The 
Trestasser， begun in the spring of 1910， was cornpleted in February 1912 about 
a year after his rnother's death目 Sonsand Lovers seerned to be produced by pain 
over his rnother's death and cornpleted in Novernber 1912 with his love of 
Frieda Weekley. 
When we try to discuss these three novels， we cannot deny the fact that his 
rnother's death gave the greatest shock to Lawrence. And this experience of 
rnother's death rnade hirn write his second novel， The Trestasser目 Fewcritics put 
any ernphasis on this second novel， but 1 think we can find his cornplicated rnind 
in the suicide of the hero， Siegrnund. In SOllS and Lovers there is a great problern 
how we should interpret the rnercy killing of the rnother. 
According to Harry T. Moore's sirnple explanation of Lawrence's work on 
the final draft of Sons and Lovers，‘Frieda rern巴rnbersthat when Lawrence wrote 
of his rnother's death， itrnade hirn il， and his grief upset her， toq， He told her 
(5) 
that if his rnother had lived she would not have let hirn love Frieda目，
Here we can hear Lawrence say “Look! We have corne through!" So he lets 
Paul Morel in the last scene walk ‘towards the faintly hurnrning， glowing town，' 
repudiating‘the drift towards death.' Many critics， however， say that this last 
sudden change of Paul is unnatural and artificial目 Isthis sudden change towards 
life really unnatural? This is rny first question. 
In The White Peacock and in The Trestasser Lawrence put a lot of ernphasis 
?? ， ??
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on the man destroyed by a woman， but in SOIlS alld Lovers the hero， Paul Morel， 
although he had to drift towards death in the final scene， could in the end say， 
“Look! 1 have come through". He really rejects his mother， the darkness， and 
turns towards‘the faintly humming， glowing town，' to life. But most critics com-
plain of this sudden change of mind. It is true Paul denies his mother and walks 
towards a new life in the end， but they say that there can be found no reasons 
prepared why he turns towards life. This is the common complaint of most cri 
tics found in the study of S0I1S alld Lovers. Mark Schorer says that this sudden 
(6) 
change‘destroys the artistic coherence of the work.' And my opinion on this 
sudden chang巴 inPaul is that it is not an unnatural ending， rather a happy 
(7) 
ending， the most important scene that Lawrence wants to portray. 1 will discuss 
this happy ending more pr巴ciselylater. 
3. 
My central theme is 'death' and ‘life' in th巴earlythree novels. 1 know that 
‘d巴athand life' sounds somewhat strange， but， as 1 said above， death is not a 
goal for Lawrence. He says in a later essay about life after death in the plants. 
“The grass withereth， the flower fadeth， but the Word of the Lord shall 
stand for巴ver."That's the kind of stuff we've drugged ourselves with. 
As a matter of fact， the grass withereth， but comes up al the greener for 
that reason. after the rains. The flower fadeth and therefore the bud 
(8) 
opens. 
We know that life and death are two opposite concepts. It is usually thought 
that death always comes after life and is cut off from life. As is often said today， 
the distance betw巴巴nlife and death is great especially for western people. To 
Lawrence， how巴ver，‘deathand life' are not different， or opposite kinds of ideas， 
but death can be death when life is there and life can be life when death is 
(9) 
there. This may be a contradiction. But 1 think this contradiction can be found 
in the sens巴oftravelling that we spend every minute of our lives travelling. 
And 1 would like to make it clear that this sense of travelling is deeply con-
nected with thεrhythm of the universe. Even in the final scene of SOHSωld Lov-
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ers， Paul gets a new life in the midst of winter， and travels on the greater sea as 
if the ship drifted about on the ocean 
The last chapter，‘Derelict¥m巴ans，of course， the state of Paul， al alone， but 
(10) 
i t also suggests ‘the ship abandoned at the sea without the anchor.' He cannot 
drift on the sea at the mercy of the universal wind and the waves before his 
mother dies. For she never lets him go by himself. Mother ties him with her own 
string like the tied-cock in the last novel， TheMall Who Died. As the man who 
has died awakes from a long sleep when the cock cuts his str・ing，soPaul in the 
last scene awakes from his past and gets a new great巳rlife of the universe. 
Such an insight would give us a som巴whatdifferent interpretation of SOIlS ωld 
Lovers. 
It is almost impossible， of course， to doubt whether th巴reare Oedipus 
aspects in this novel. He really writes a letter to R. A. Taylor on 3 Dec.， 1910， 
saying how he loves his mother. 
1 was born hating my father: as early as ever 1 can remember， 1 shivered 
with horror when he touched me.一一 Thishas been a kind of bond be-
tween me and my mother. We have loved each other， almost with a hus-
band and wife love， as well as filial and material目 Weknow each other by 
instinct一一一 Nowmy mother is nearly d四 d，and 1 don't quite know how 
(11) 
1 am 
In this letter Freudian critics may find some Oedipal relation between him and 
his mother. As Frederick J. Hoffman says in his famous book， Frelldωnism and 
the Literl日1yMind， Lawrence has been pointed out as a novelist with exceptional 
(1自
insight into such psychoanalytic problems as incest-horror and th巴 Oedipus
But Paul's denial of his mother in the last scene shows that we cannot interpret 
SOI1S and Lovers only as a case history of Freudian theory. As the work comes 
nearer to the end， we cannot help finding another aspect， the son's hate of his 
mother. And 1 believe this sudden change by Paul towards life throws a new 
light upon the theme of the novel. 
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4. 
In Tlze White Peacock 1 would like to discuss the two symbolical deaths. that 
is. the deaths of the father and Annable. And the most important thing we must 
know is that the world is full of life after they die. Their deaths would give us 
some suggestion that life can be lif巴 onlywhen death is there目 TheTrestasser， 
which has been neglected as one of his worst novels， has， 1 think， other points 
related to man's life and death. 
At any rate， 1 can say that thεfirst two books seemingly shar巴 thesome 
(13) 
theme， the destruction of ‘the passive male' by ‘the possessive woman.' The third 
novel， however， on account of the experience of his mother's death and love of 
Frieda， gives us a litle bit different image of the mother and son. But can't we 
also find the boundless， unknowable iceberg und巴rthe surface of The White 
Peacock and The Trestasser? 
Now at first 1 will try to shed a new light upon SOIlS and Lovers in the next 
chapter 
(1) Basho， Olmllo hoso michi (The N，α/'/'ow Roαd 10 Ihe Deet North)， trans. by Nobuyuki 
Yuasa (Pengui日Books，1966)， p.97. 
(2) D. H. Lawrence， Selecled Essays (Penguin Books， 1966)， p.26・Love'
(3) WOlllen il Love (Penguin books， 1965)， p.401. 
(4) Colin Wilson， The Strength 10 Dr.個別 Lileratlre ald the Imagillatioll (London: Vic. 
tor Gollancz Ltd.， 1962)， p.159. 
(5) Harry T. Moore， The Illlelligml Heαrl: The Sloり，01 D. H. Lαw/'elce (Penguin Biogra. 
phy， 1976)， p.176. 
cf. Julian Moynahan， The Deed 01 L約 (PrinstonUniversity Press， 1966)， p.3 
(6) Mark Sohorer， Teclliqleαs Discoveり， (“Cαsebook Series， SOIlSαId Loνers'¥ed. Gamini 
Salgado; Macmillan， 1969)， p.110. 
(7) The importance of Paul's turning towards the light at the end is emphasized by 
Anthony West， D. H. Lawrmce (1950)， pp. 114-15. 
(8) Anthony Beal (ed.)， Selecled LileraηCriticisll (London: Heinemann， 1967)， p.106. 
(9) cf. Frieda Lawrence， Not 1， BII the Willd…(New York: the Viking Press， 1934)， p.
148. 
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(10) O. E. D.‘Derelict': A piece of property abandoned by the owner or guardian; esp. a 
vessel abandoned at sea. 
(1) Harry T. Moore(ed.)， Tlze Collected Letters of D. H. La即陀Ilce(London: Heinemann， 
1962)， pp. 69-70. 
(12) Frederick J. Hoffman. FreldialislI a/ld tlw Literary Milld (Louisiana State University 
Press， 1957)， p.151. 
(13) John E. Stol!， Tlze Novels of D. H. Lawrellce: A Seαrch for I/ltegratio/l (Columbia: Uni. 
versity of Missouri Press， 1971)， p.43. 
n. Chapter 1. Sons and Lovers 
(1) The rhythm of the universe 
E.T. (Jessie Chambers) writes her comment on SOIlS alld Lovers in that famous 
anonymous book， D.H， Lawrence: A Persollal Record as f01l0ws. 
His mother conquered indeed， but th巴 vanquishedone was her son. In 
(1) 
SOIlS and Lovers Lawrence handed his mother the laurels of victory. 
lt is true that Lawrence never describes the vivid picture of reality as it is， but 
1 cannot agree with h巴rinterpretation of mother-son love and the son under the 
sp巴1of his mother's domination. In SOIlS alld Lovers Lawrence writes about his 
mother with so much tenderness at first and. he hands his mother the laurels of 
victory as far as Miriam is concerned， but the most important thing we must 
notice is that he fina1ly denies his mother in the last scene. Almost a1l the critics 
have discussed this final drift of Paul. John E. St01l says in his latest study， Tlze 
Novels 01 D. H. Lawrellce that“any interpretation of the book depends fina1ly 
upon the reader's vi巴wof the conclusion: Paul Morel's repudiation of‘the drift 
towards deatlJ.' in favor of life and his departure‘towards the faintly humming， 
(2) 
glowing town¥" 
Many comments have been made on Paul's last drift towards death. And 
Lawrence hims巴lfwrites from Gargnano in ltaly to Edward Garnett on 14 
November，1912. 
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It follows this idea: a woman of character and refinement goes into the 
low巴rclass， and has no satisfaction in her own life. She has had a pas. 
sion for her husband， so the children are born of passion， and have heaps 
of vitality. But as her sons grow up she selects them as lovers一一一 first
the eldest， then the second.…But when they come to manhood， they can't 
love， because their mother is the strongest power in their lives， and holds 
them.... The son loves the mother--al the sons hate and are jealous of 
the father …The mother gradually proves stronger， because of the tie of 
blood …But， almost unconsciously， the mother realises what is the mat. 
ter， and begins to die. The son cast off his mistress， attends to his mother 
dy1I15)He IS ldtln the end naked ofEV巴rything，with the drift towards 
death. 
日owllce a pr巴cisit is! Lawrence's own， i，nterpretation of the Freudian Oedipus 
(4) (5) (6) 
Complex， Harry T， Moore， Graham Hough， and Mark Schorer base their theories 
upon Lawrence's own explanation 
Dorothy Van Ghent巴xplainsthat SO/lS aJld Lovers starts ‘with the marriage 
(7) 
of the parents and the birth of children' and 'ends with Paul a derelict in the 
(8) 
drift towards death.' 1 think this interpretation of life and death pattern is 
naturally received especially in th巴west巴rnworld， 
But w巴canalso find the opinion that the death of Paul as a son at the end of 
(9) 
SOIlS and Lovers is at the same time the life of Paul as a man. Paul's death as a 
son impli巴shis birth as a man. Father Tiverton has observed that death is 
chronicled at the end of SOIlS al1d Lovers. as Paul Morel refuses to follow his 
。同
mother towards the grave. This interpretation of th巴lifeand death pattern gives 
us some hints to understand D. H. Lawrence's resurrection， as Mark Spilka 
points out. 
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But no， he would not give in， Turning sharply， he walked towards the ci-
ty'sgold phosphor巴scence.His fists were shut， his mouth set fast. He 
would not take that direction‘to thεdarkness. to follow her. He walked 
(1) 
towards the faintly humming， glowing town， quickly， 
官2)
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As Harry T目 Moorepoints out， Pau¥'s return to life depends on the interpreta-
(11) 
tion of the final word，‘quickly' which means livingly rather than rapidly. Some 
critics， however， .stand in sharp contrast with this observation. Mark Schorer 
says in Technique as Discovery that Paul returns to life ‘as nothing in his pre‘ 
(13) 
vious history persuades us that he could unfalteringly do.' Of course， this sud-
den change of Pau¥'s mind， return to life， seems to be unnatural to some readers， 
because Lawr巴ncenever explains why and how Paul could escape from his drift 
towards .cleath. Does he have any idea of what happens next， as Colin Wilson 
1時
once said? 
Of .course not! Lawrence's imagination never fails him. Although Paul turns 
sharply towards life， as we know， in the very last scene， Lawrence prepares 
some gimmicks which can persuade us that he walks towards the humming， 
glowing town 
The first gimmick giv巴sus some suggestion that Lawrence describes th巴
rhythm in the universe skilfu11y: 1'1 ca11 this the rhythm in the universe and the 
structure of this novel. This is the first point for us to notice in finding out why 
Lawrence lets Paul return towards life 
Sonsωld Lovers consists of two Parts. In Part One he writes about the early 
married life of the Morels and Pau¥'s birth. And Part One ends with Pau¥'s se-
rious i11ness which saves his mother. Part Two ends， on the contrary， with his 
mother's death which giv巴sironica11y Paul a new life. 1 think it is suggestive 
that these two last events occur in Christmas. 
In Part One Paul's brother， William， di~s. of a peculiar erysipelas which 
(15) 
started under the chin where the co11ar chafed. And we know that this co11ar is 
the symbol of the we11-dressed middle class， in which his mother wishes him to 
go. His mother loves him first so much and irones his co11ar with love目
She spat on the iron， and a litl巴ba11of spit bounded， raced off th巴dark，
glossy surface. Then， kneeling， she rubbed the'iron on the sack linking of 
(16) 
the hearthrug vigorously. She was warm in the ruddy firelight. 
Mrs. More¥'s dream is not to let William work at a pit， but to let him go to an 
office in town. Her wish is r巴alizedbut he dies by its very co11ar that she ironed 
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so hard. The fact that William dies of erysipelas caused by the chafe of the col 
lar gives us something symbolical. The collar is here clearly the symbol of her 
dream of making her son go up to the middle class. And this collar reminds us 
of the chain round a dog's neck. William is always tied up by his mother's 
chain， her maternal will. Th巴imageof the man chained is always found in Law 
rence's novels. The most memorable scene can be found in the last novel， The 
Man Who Died， (whos巴 titlewas called at first The Escaped Cock) in which the 
cock tied up is written symbolically‘He (the cock) ~~s tied by the leg and he 
(1) 
knew it. Body， soul and spirit were tied by that string.' As soon as the string of 
the cock snaps， the man who has died awakes from a long sleep. 
At the same time， atthe same hour before dawn， on the same morning， a 
(18) 
man awoke from a long sleep in which he was tied up. 
It is obvious here in the last novel that the central theme is the escape from 
some bondage. 1 do not think that so much emphasis on this theme is put in SOI!S 
ωld Lovers. But can't we find a complaint by the author about his mother in this 
symbolical scene of the collar? 
After his death， the mother is th巴samein the house --small， white， and 
mute. The house is dead silent. She can only brood over her dead son. But Paul 
gets il then. 
At last， on D巴cember23， with his five shillings Christmas-box in his 
pocket， Paul wandered blindly home. His mother looked at him， and heart 
stood still. 
‘What's the matter?' she asked. 
(19) 
Tm badly moth巴r!'he replied. 
He is dang巴rouslyil with pneumonia， which makes his mother love him again. 
Mrs，.Morel says to h巴rselfthat‘she should have watched the living， not the 
担耐
dead!' But Paul is very ill. H巴getsworse， and the crisis approaches 
'1 s'lI die， mother! he cried， heaving for breath on the pillow. 
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She Iifted him up， crying in a small voice: 
‘Oh my son -my son!' 
That brought him to. He realized her. His whole will rose up and 
arrested him. He put his head on her breast， and took ease of her for 
世1)
love. 
His illness gives Mrs. Morel a new life， and his aunt speaks about his serious 
illness Iike this. 
'For some things' said his aunt，‘it was a good thing Paul was il that 
仰)
Christmas. 1 believe it saved his mother.' 
Part One ends with his serious illness which saved his mother. The two are 
knitted together in perfect intimacy. Mrs. Morel's Iife now roots itself in Paul. 
Christmas is over， and a new year comes. Everything becomes new at the end of 
Part One. Mother's rebirth occurs with her son's serious illness! 
Now let us observe the end of Part Two. The title of the last chapter is ‘De苧
relict' which means， of course， the state of Paul cut off from ev巴rything，alone. 
In Part Two Mrs. Morel is ~e.riously il，‘wasted， and almost ashen. Her body is 
ω 
wast巴dto a fragment of ash.' Her eyes are dark and ful of torture. Paul asks 
the doctor to give her something to put an end to it. But the doctor shakes his 
head. Paul and his sister talk to each other about his mother's illness. 
'She'll Iive over Christmas，' said Annie. They. were both ful of 
horror. 
‘She won't，' he repli巴dgrimly.‘1 s'l give her morphia.' 
‘Which?' said Annie. 
‘All that came from Sheffield.' said Paul. 
制)
‘Ay -do!' said Annie. 
Paul gives her al the morphia that came from Sh巴field.It is clear that he inten 
tionally kills his mother. This is， in a sense， called mercy killing. It is not， 
however， simple mercy killing. This mercy killing is a gr巴atproblem， so 1 will 
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discuss it again later. Now 1 made it clear in Part One the last scence end巴d
with Christmas目 Sodoes Part Two目 Paulsays， answering Miriam 'squestion， 
‘How is she?' 
‘The sam巴 thesame!' he said.‘The q()ctor says she can't last， but 1 
世田
know she will. She'll be here at Christmas!' 
H巴rwill to live is so strong that Paul gives her a lot of morphia目 Hebends and 
kisses her passionately. But there is coldness against his mouth. In agony he 
feels he is alone and there is no way to get hold of himself in the last scene， but 
this is also his release from the strong old chain of his mother目 Thisold chain 
gradually loosens as if old December dissolved into a new year. We can find 
again the rebirth of Paul in and through his mother's death at Christmas. 
Th巴rhythmof the seasons， th巴wheelingof the year is important especially 
in D. H. Lawrence's novels. Christmas is too familiar to western people to think 
about， so nobody puts巴mphasison this rhythm of the seasons. Lawrence says in 
a later essay on this rhythm of the universe as follows. 
It is the rhythm of the daily sun. We feel it in the festivals， the proces-
sions， Christmas， The Three Kings， Easter， Pentecost， St John's Day， All 
Souls. This is the wheeling of the year， the movement of the seasons， the 
going of the seasons. And it is the inward rhythm of man and woman， 
too， the sadness of Lent， the delight of Easter， the wonder of Pentecost， 
the fires of St John， the candles on the graves of All Souls， the lit-up tree 
of Christmas， ~tl representing kindled rhythmic emotions in the souls of 
例)
men and women 
This rhythm of the seasons， 1 think， an important part in SOIlS and Lovers. This 
is my frist point to justify the last sudden change in Paul. Christmas is over and 
spring is coming.明Tedo not know why spring will come. Nor do we know why 
Paul turns towards life目 Butit is sure that spring will come by the continuous 
rhythm of the universe. 1 think this rhythm of the universe gives us some hints 
to understand why Paul turns the faintly humming， glowing town in the end. 
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(2) The symbol of tne clenched fists 
1 will discuss now the second gimmick. It is the symbol of fists which are 
grasped hard by Paul. We usually clench our fists when we are born. 1 don't 
know why we clench our fists so firmly at our birth. Lawrence， however， often 
lets Paul clench his fists tightly目 Theclenched fists in this novel， itseems， are 
symbolical 
When Paul is a baby， he and his mother watch the sun sink from the glisten 
ing sky. Mrs. Morel dreads this baby like a catastrophe， because she hates her 
husband. She feels as if a burden were in her heart. She sometimes wish巴sshe 
could kil this baby. Watching the sunset， she wishes she could put him back 
again in her womb， when he lifts his litle fist. 
Once more she was aware of the sun lying red on the rim of the hil 
opposite. She suddenly held up the child in her hands 
‘Look!' she said.‘Look， my pretty!' 
She thrust the infant forward to the crimson， throbbing sun， almost 
with relief. She saw him lift his litle fist目 Thenshe put him to her bosom 
世7)
again， ashamed of her impulse to give him back again whence he came. 
It may be safely said that the sunset is suggestive of death here. Lawrence al. 
ways describes some close relationship between man and nature， as Mark Spilka 
says. The relation between man and nature is direct and vital to Lawrence目
Japanese know this closeness of man and nature. As is often seen in Ja.panese 
仰)
short poems，. we can read man's feeling in the waves， the moon and so on. There 
may be no need to emphasis on this close connection between man and nature. 
But Lawrence makes a more crucial connection in this book between lan. 
guage and emotion: for the symbolic scenes are extremely literal， and the 
symbols seem to function as integral strands in the web of emotional ten. 
sions. They are seldom used in the Elizabethan sense， as mere omens of 
supernatural pleasure or displeasure; instead they seem to express some 
仰)
close relationship between man and nature 
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Anyway this close relationship between man and nature is deeply concerned 
with the rhythm of the universe mentioned above. Mrs. Morel holds her un 
wanted baby， Paul， up to the sun， which is going down in the w巴st.It can be 
said that Mrs. Morel holds the baby up to the sun in a gesture of renunciation 
She wants the unwanted baby to go back into her womb. But he lifts his litle 
fist， so she feels‘ashamed of her impulse to give him back again whence he 
came.' It is， therefore， obvious that the fist is a symbol of life， a gesture of re-
nunciation against death. 
Paul oft巴nclenches his fists in this nov巴1，and especially in the last chapt巴r
he does it very often. After his mother's death， the most realistic thing for him 
is the thick darkness， when he clenches his fists tightly. 
He stood stil， rigid， with clenched fists， a flame of agony going over him. 
And he saw again the sick-room， .qis mother， her eyes. Unconsciously he 。0)
had been with her， inher company. 
He cannot completely escape from his mother here， but he clenches his fists as 
firm as if he were a n巴wborn baby. He doesn't know where to go. So he goes to 
bed， alone 
He rose suddenly， went straight to bed. Wh巴nh.e got insid巴 hisbedroorn 。1)
and closed the door， he stood with clench巴dfists. 
In .tte last chapter Paul wanders like a ship without anchor abandoned at 
(1) 
the sea. His mother is gone， so he has no place to return. Even befor巴hismother 
dies， Paul always tries to go out of thehouse and escapes from it， but he cannot. 
He tries to go out to the fields， as his father has done， with Miriam and Clara， 
but he cannot forget the mother in the house wherever he goes目Hismother is al-
ways waiting for him in the house， sitting up late at night. Sh巴neverlets him 
go. Gradually， however， he comes to resist the mother in the house. 
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Then sometimes he hated her， and pulled at her bondage. His life want巴d
to free itself of her. --She bore hirn， loved him， kept him， and his love 
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turned back into her， so that he could not be fr巴eto go forward with his 
own life， really love another woman. At this period， unknowingly， he re-
(3) 
sisted his mother's influence. 
Paul struggles here to try to cut her bondage. In his d巴epermind he resists his 
mother， and tries to get away from her bondage， buthe says to his mother that 
。的
‘he never shall meet the right woman while she lives.' We often read this novel 
as a novel of Oedipus Complex b巴causeof Paul's superficial utterance. But the 
most important thing we must know is Paul's unconscious mind， which emerges 
from his subconscious darkness. The Oedipus Complex令likesentences above also 
mean， 1 think， that he will meet the right woman when she dies. 
When we observe this unconscious will of Paul， itwould be quite natural 
that Paul should give al morphia to his mother. Therefore Sonsωld Lovers can 
not be read as the novel of 0巴dipusComplex. 
Now let's return to the subject. The clenched fists are considered， therefore， 
as the symbol of Paul's unconscious resistance against his mother. In the last 
scene as Mark Schorer said， Paul turns suddenly towards life， and here we can 
see him clench his fists again so hard. 
Turning sharply， he walked towards the city's gold phosphorescence. His 
fists were shut， his mouth set fast. He would not take that direction， to 
the darkness， to follgw her. He walked towards the faintly humming， 
側
glowing town， quickly. 
In this very last scene 1 remember Paul's lifting his litle fist to the sunset when 
he is a litl巴 baby.It is sure that th巳babyresists unconsciously the mother's 
impulse to put him back in her womb. The sun sets in the west， but the baby is 
born again as ‘Paul' here. For his mother suddenly puts him to her bosom and 
calls him‘Paul'目
‘If he lives，' she thought to herself，‘what will become of him -what 
will he be? 
Her heart was anxious. 
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(36) 
'1 will call hirn “Paul"，' she said suddenly; she knew not why. 
And in the very last scene Paul is born again as a rnan. This rebirth is the cen-
tral therne in his works. As 1 said above， the first point， the rhythrn of the uni-
verse， isdeeply connected with this central therne of rebirth. So it is alrnost irn-
possible to say that the last sudden change in Paul is unnatural， and that Law-
rence's irnagination always fails hirn. 1 think it is this very last rebirth that lets 
Lawrence write The Man Who Died， his last farnous novel. 
(3) The mercy killing 
Now 1 will discuss the last irnportant scene， the rnercy killing of the rnother 
It is obvious that Paul has loved his rnother since he was born. So it has often 
been argued how this rnercy killing should be interpreted in this novel. In fact 
SOIlS alld Lovers may be looked upon as a work dealing with the Oedipal relation 
between the rnother and the son， as Lawrence hirnself once explained in his 
‘Foreword to “So/!s and Lovers".' 
The old son-lov巴rwas Oedipus. The narne of the new one is legion. And 
if a son-lover takes a wife， then is she not his wife， she is only his bed. 
And his life will be torn in twain， and his wife in her despair shall hope 
(37) 
for sons， that she may have her lover in her hour. 
In So/!s and Lovers rnother really hopes for sons and has her lover in h巴rhour 
As a rnatter of fact Paul is attached to his rnother as if he were tied to her by a 
strange string. But is the scene of this rnercy killing a rnere rnercy killing? What 
does the title of this chapter，‘The Release¥rnean? The answer is quite simple. It 
is the release from her rnaternal will， the bondage between the rnother and the 
son. As is mentioned above Paul puts al the rnorphia pills in her rnilk， and kills 
her at last 
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That evening he got al the morphia pills there were， and took thern 
downstairs. Carefully he crushed thern to powder. 
‘What are you doing?' said Annie. 
。
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(38) 
‘1 s'l put 'em in her night milk.' 
Before he puts al the morphia pills inher milk， we know he puts some water 
(39) 
with milk， so that it will not nourish her目 Ageneral observation on Paul's mercy 
killing would give us some suggestion that Paul did not want her to have so 
much pain on l:J巴rbed. That is， this mercy killing is caused by his love for his 
mother. But it is caused not only by his love for his mother， but also by his 
hatred of her. .He says to his mother that he will never meet the right woman 
(40) 
while she lives. This also means that he can meet the right woman when she 
dies. Gradually he grows to have a will to kil her. In chapter XIII (Just befor・巴
the chapter‘The Release') Paul sometimes think that he would like to resist his 
mother's infIuence and to get away from her. 
Then sometimes he hated her， and pulled at her bondage. His life wanted 
(41) 
to free itself of her. 
Of cours巴， it is true that Paul has an ambiguous feeling here， but his hate of his 
mother gradually increases as the chapter comes nearer to the巴nd.In this last 
sc巴nehe really has awill to kil her so that he may be free from his mother's 
bondage. When we think like this， this novel cannot be read only as a case his 
tory of the Freudian Oedipus theory. So in other words SOIlS and Lovers is the 
novel in which the hero struggles in search for freedom from his mother. 
Some critics， however， may say that 1 put too much emphasis on this mercy 
killing. Especially.in Part One Paul really loves his mother. We cannot deny this 
fact. But 1 think we must notice the unconscious mind of Paul even in Part One. 
1 will give some symbolical scenes of Paul's destroying his mother's image. 
In this novel he often burns the things that belong to his mother and symbolize 
her. The famous sadistic scene is writt巴nin chapter IV. Annie's doll which is 
called Arabella is broken by Paul. So Annie weeps so much that he is very up-
set. But a day or two afterwards he burns Arabella 
(42) 
‘Let's make a sacrifice of Arabella，' he said.‘Let's burn her.' 
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We can't find the reason why he burns the doll. Lawrence only explains as fol-
lows. 
He seemed to hate the doll so intensely， because he had broken it. All 
the children， but particularly Paul， were peculiarly against th巴irfather， 
(43) 
along with their mother目
This explanation of Lawr巴nceis somewhat inconsistent. The doll clearly belongs 
to the mother， so the act of destroying the doll suggests a resistance against the 
mother. But it seems that Lawrence himself did not know how much he hated his 
mother， and that he wanted to free himself from her bondage at this period. It is 
said that Paul hates his father， itis true， but he loves his father in his deeper， 
unconscious mind， too. He sometimes hopes for his father to die. 
Paul hated his father. As a boy he had a fervent private religion目
‘Mak巴himstop drinking，' he prayed ev巴rynight.‘Lord let my father 
die，' he prayed very often. 'Let him not be killed at pit，' he prayed when， 
(4) 
after tea， the father did not come home from work. 
It is clear that he hates his father and at the same time loves him. 1 think it is 
very important to find this ambivalence， this double consciousness of man's 
mind， especially in D. H目 Lawrence'snovels. 
Another symbolical scene can be found in chapter VIII. Here Paul burns the 
(45) 
bread that his mother told him not to forget. 1 think bread symbolizes the 
mother who keeps her children. Moreover， inthe very last scene of this chapter， 
Mr. Morel puts a piece of pork-pi巴whichMrs. Morel bought for her son into the 
(46) 
fire. Morel and Paul are about to fight with each other， when they hear a faint 
moan from behind. Paul burns the bread and Morel puts pork-pie into the fire. 
These two accidents， which seem to be done by the father and the son working 
together， involve something deep like the burning of Arabella. Doesn't the bread 
burnt black remind us of the mother in the last scene on her bed? She is wasted 
制 (48)
and almost ashen in the morning. Her body is wasted to a fragrant of ash. And 
it is in this very scene that Paul makes up his mind to give her morphia目
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Moreov巴r，as he broke the dotl， he makes his mother walk on the beach mor巴
判的
than she is able one holiday， though she is seriously il. Just as he burned the 
dotl， Arabetla， and burned the bread black， he burns his mother in his own fire. 
Even before he kills his mother， we can find another symbolical scene. Her long 
grey hair floates up into the chimney. 
He sat in the kitchen， smoking. Then he tried to brush some grey ash 
off his coat. He looked again. It was one of his mother's grey hairs. It was 
so long ! He held it up， and drifted into the chimney. He let go. The long 
目01
grey hair floated and was gone in the blackness of the chimney. 
It is quite a simple description of Paul and his mother's long hair. But even his 
act of brushing som巴greyash off his coat is symbolical. Grey ash and gr巴yhair 
are subt1ely tied with the image of his mother. As the long hair is gone in the 
blackness of the chimn巴y，so his mother dies 
(4) The symbol of the stile 
1 wi1 show the last symbolical description that D.H. Lawr巴nceintentionatly 
used in this novel. To Englishmen public footpaths may be too familiar to take 
as an important gimmick， but the use of footpaths in his novels seems very sym-
bolical and carefutly observed. It is wetl known that between the roads， through 
woods， pastures， parks， countrysides， and along waterways there run， atl over 
(51) 
England， many miles of public footpaths. 
Especially in SOI!S alld Lovers， the path across the fields from the Bottoms， 
the corner house in the Garden Road where D. H. Lawrence had once lived for 
about three years to the Brinsley colliery is giving an important role. That is， 
the stile for Mr. Morel to go to th巴 pitstands opposite to the front gate that 
Mrs. Morel would use to go up to the town. The stile to the countryside belong 
to Mr. Morel and Mrs. Morel lies in bed hearing the stile gates bang as the col宇
li巴rsgo to work in the early morn.ing.‘Paul looks over the high woods of 
(日)
Aldersley， where the country gleamed目'
He (Paul) had a small， compact body that looked futl of life. She fe1t， as 
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she saw hirn trudging over the field， that where he deterrnined to go h巴
would get. She thought of Williarn. He would have leaped the fence in-
stead of going round to the stile目 Hewas away in London， doing well 
白3)
Paul would be working in Nottingharn 
It is clear that Paul went round to the stile that belonged to his father instead of 
leaping the fence. After his rnother's d巴ath，he has no place to go. He stands 
alone in the dark irnrnense night， leaning against the stile， his hands on the 
wooden bar. 
Thεre was no Tirne， only Space. Who could say his rnother had lived and 
did not live? Sh巴hadbeen in one place， and was in another; that was all. 
And his soul could not leave her， wherever she was. Now she was gone 
abroad into the night， and he was with her stil. They were together. But 
yet ther巴washis body， his chest， that lea.ned against the stile， his hands 
(54) 
on the wooden bar. They seerned sornething目
Here the stile syrnbolizes sornething that belongs to his father. In this last scene 
Paul who is wondering in the dark night just like a ship abandoned at the sea 
finds his own way， holding the wooden bar of a stile目
(5) The reblrth into the Greater Womb 
So rnuch for rny interpretation of Paul's drift towards death and his sudden 
change to life. 1 have observed first the rhythrn of the universe， second the syrn-
bol of fists， third the rnercy killing of the rnother， and forth the syrnbol of the 
stile. And rny conclusion is quit巴sirnple.That is， the last change of Paul's rnind 
is not abrupt and unnatural， but this sudden escape frorn his rnother's bondage 
is his eternal therne that appears repeatedly in his novels. The last chapter，‘De-
relict¥which rneans， of course， the state of Paul， al alone， also sugg巴sts'the 
ship abandon巴dat the sea without the anchor.' Can't we find the sarne boat in 
the last scene of The Man Who Died? The cock cuts his string， when the rnan 
who has died awakes frorn his long sleep. And in th巴 verylast scene the rnan 
leaves the wornan who serves Isis， as Paul does his rnother. But the rnan who 
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側
has died says to her，‘1 shall come again， sure as Spring.' In the midst of winter 
the man steps in a boat， alon巴andsays， being free from everything 
自国
‘So let the boat carry me， Tomorrow is another day.' 
There is no need to go by his own will. He only I巴tsthe boat carry himself. This 
state of the man， letting everything be as it is also found， 1 think， in D. H. Law-
rence's own travelling. Paul in the last scene cuts his string， escapes from eve-
rything and pushes off his boat on the sea of the greater life， the eternal moth~!:. 
(57) 
The city's gold phosphorescence here seems to be the exit of padme (the womb) 
of the greater mother. Paul is born again from this greater womb in which 
spring is conceived. 
When we read the final scene in Sons and Lovers， 1 think we can understand 
that strang巴， uncomplete‘Foreword to“Sonsωld Lovers" ， which was sent to Ed-
ward Garn巴tfrom Gargnano， inJanuary， 1913 
And God the Father， the Inscrutable， the Unknowable， w巴knowin the 
Flesh， inWoman. She is the door for our in-going and our out-coming. In 
her we go back to the Fa~h，er: but like .the witnesses of the Transfigura 
(58) 
tion， blind and unconscious. 
This thought is often found in his later novels. The idea that we can know a 
greater life through a woman is the central theme of The M，ωI Who Died. The 
man who has died knows a real， greater life through the woman who serves Isis. 
He also sees a greater woman beyond her. And Paul can alsQ touch a greater life 
of the universe in the last scene， being free from everything. 
The only certain thing is that December dissolves into January， and that the 
spring will surely come soon. 1 cannot explain well why Paul turns towards‘the 
faint1y humming， glowing town， quickly.' But 1 think the symbolical setting 
above would dissolve this problem. 
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(5カLawrencewrites a strange incantation in The Plwlled Selte/lt (Chap. m) which is 
Mani Padma Om!' This is often found in Thibet， but in fact it is written like this: 0凶
mani padme hum in Pali. According to the explanation of Yutaka Iwamoto， a Buddhist 
scholar，‘padme¥which means 'a lotus'， symbolizes the womb itself. And ‘mani¥which 
means 'a treasure¥symbolizes the clitoris. So this incantation is a word of praying 
for the womb of Woman 
Kukai， one of the greatest Japanese Buddhists， who was a founder of Esoteric 
Buddhism in Japan， wrote a linguistic essay named ‘The meaning of hum' ('Unjigi'). He 
explains that everything is in 'hum'， the last word of Sanskrit. One reason is that 
‘hum' was translated in Chinese as仏 (Buddha)as in南無阿弥陀仏 (0凶 manipadme 
h白m)，which meant life itself. The sound of 'hum' seems to have connection with the 
Chinese negative word不 (whichsymbolizes a bird standing on one leg) and Japanese 
last wordん(whichalso means negative.) 
Kukai's deeper explanation of the word， 'hum・inhis essay would remind me of En 
glish words，‘womb¥and 'tomb¥D. H. Lawrence wrote a letter to B. Russell on March 
in 1917 as follows. 
But 1 wanted to write this to ask you please to be with me -in the underworld 
He also calls this underworld‘the womb and the grave' in the same letter. Although it 
was very difficult for Russell to touch this original underworld， Japanese can easily 
find the same world as alaya vijnana (阿頼耶識)in Buddhism. In this underworld we 
can touch a real living being beyond life (womb) and death (tomb). 
He shows us a real ‘impersonal-me¥the true， inscrutable， single self that precedes 
any knowing， where we 'comprehend the singing of birds and silence of the snake.' 
(57) Op. cit.， The Letlers 0/ D. H. Lawrellce， p.100. 
I. Chapter I. The White Peacock 
(1) The death of the father 
As is seen above， the death of the mother is very important in SOIlS alld Lov-
ers. The central theme is Paul's denial of his mother and his search for freedom 
from her bondage. We find， however， the d巴athof the father is very impressive 
in The White Peacock. So no conflict between his father and mother can be 
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found. The father， Frank leaves his home when Lettie is a baby of thl喝eeyears 
and the narrator， Cyril is five. And he has never come to se巴th巴mor written to 
them during these eighteen years. But in chapter VI， whose titlεis ‘The Father¥ 
he writes to his wife Lettice， telling about his serious illness. He tels her like 
this. 
My Dear Lettice: 
You will want to kn9w 1 am gone. 1 can hardly last a day or two -my 
(1) 
kidneys are nearly gone目
Cyril is moved by this letter. He cannot recall him and al he can .imagine is 
(2) 
only ‘the image of a tal， handsome， dark man with pale grey eyes' The lq~t 
(3) 
words in this letter are 'Good.bye -forever -your husband， Frank Beardsall¥ 
H巴isgone forever on his own bed in the dark gloomy room， al alone. Some cri. 
tics conclude that the fact that the father is dropped frbm the novel means the 
author's hate of his father. It cannot be denied that he had some ambiguous feel. 
ing about his father and mother during this period. His ambival巴nc巴wasseen 
especially in the above study of SOI!S and Lovers目 Themost important thing， 
however， ishow Lawrence describes the death of the father. The opening sen. 
tences of chapter N entitled ‘The Father' are， 1 think， very symbolical. The 
chapter begins like this. 
Autumn set in， and the red dahlias which kept the warm light alive in 
th巴irbosoms so late into the evenings died in the night， and the morning 
(4) 
had nothing but brown balls of rottenness to show. 
As the red dahlias die， so the father is gone in the morning. He is like th巴balls
of rottenness themselves. Th巴 burnedbread and the grey ash symbolized the 
mother in SOHSωld Lovers， and here in The White Peacocll the brown ball of 
dahlia suggests the situation of the father. And we know Lettie says in chapter 
聞 toGeorge concerning her father 
When death is just touching a plant， itforc巴sit into a passion of flower 
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ing. You wonder how 1 have touched death. You don't know. There's al-
ways a sense of death in this home. 1 believe my mother hated my father 
(5) 
before 1 was born. That was death in her veins for me before 1 was born目
This is quite a philosophical statement about death， and 1 think there is so much 
D. H. Lawrence's own philosophy on death inιHe often puts much emphasis 
on the death of plants and their renewal of life. He writes later in the essay as 
follows. 
“The grass withereth， the flower fadeth， but th巴Wordof the Lord shall 
stand for ever." That's the kind of stuff w巴'vedrugged ourselves with. 
As a matter of fact， the grass withereth， but comes up al the greener for 
(6) 
that r巴ason，after the rains目 Theflower fadeth and therefore the bud opens. 
Lettie also says that when death is touching a plant， itforces it into a passion of 
flowering. Thεquotation above is written later， but can't we find some analogy 
between them? Of course Lettie's philosophy on death and r巴newalof life seems 
to be somewhat unnatural and abrupt in this novel. It is not too much to say， 
however， that in this work we can find D. H目 Lawrence'slater thought especially 
found in TheMall Who Died and so on. Moreover， the mother's hate of the father 
before Lettie was born is the central theme in Sonsωld Lovers. To Lettie father 
is gon巴beforeshe was born in her mother's vein. This setting is qui防相nilarto 
that of SOIlSωld Lovers. In this work Paul was destined to hate his father before 
(7) 
he was born on the moony night in August. It is， 1 think， very intentional that 
the author should have let Paul under the spell of his mother. But as 1 said 
above， we must know his tenderness and love of his father. This ambiguous 
mind of the author can be also found in Shakespeare who created Shylock. We 
usually hate Shylock simply because he is a rich merciless Jew. And we have 
thought Shakespeare also hated him. But today we know some critics and read-
ers have much sympathy for him. Dover Wilson makes it clear that in Shylock 
Shakespeare saw Lopez who was killed at that time. So in his d巴epermind 
Shakespeare had a lot of sympathy for Shylock 
In the case of D. H. Lawrence， of cours巴， he did not know he had much sym 
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pathy for his father. But the unconscious mind lets Lawrence write about his 
father with sympathy. 
(2) The death of Annable 
Now let's turn to another scene: the death of the gamekeeper， Ann~ble. Ann-
(8) 
able， whose motto is‘Be a good animal， true to your animal instinct，' is one of 
the most important characters in the novel. Almost everyone can see the bud of 
Mellors in him and， moreover， his image seems to be deeply connected with 
Lawrence's own father. He has a great attraction for Cyril. His magnificent phy 
(9) 
sique， his great vigour and vitality draw him. According to J巴ssieChambers， 
this episode of Annable is added in the s巴condmanuscript. And Lawrence says 
to her that ‘He (Annabl巴)has to be th巴re.Don't you see why? He makes a sort of 
。回
balance.' 
For Lawrence， Annable had to be in the novel then. 1 also do not know why 
It may be said， however， that his sympathy and love for his father let him create 
Annable. Annable resembles the father in SOIlSωld Lovers tO(jelosely. Mr. Morel 
(1) 
had ‘the dusky， golden softness of the sensuous flame of life.' Annable also has 
this very sensuous f1ame of Iife. So 1 think Lawrence creates Annable with the 
imag巴ofhis father in his unconscious mind. 
Annable， howev巴r，is killed by accident as the father， Frank， dies a dahlia's 
death. He dies in the spring‘as when th巴latentlife of the world b巴ginsto vi-
(1~ 
brate afresh in the air.' Although the death of the keeper is written in chapt巴r
n (Part Two)， we f巴巴1a certain quick巴ningof life everywhere in the woods. So 
Graham Hough concludes in The Dark SUIl on the keeper's d巴athas follows. 
Coming on the gamekeeper's horrible death， itsuggests that the life of 
man is in itself a small thing: it is .only an expression of a force that is 
(13) 
everywhere， quick， tender and strong. 
1 think this comment is excellent， but he adds in the very next sentence that 
官owto share in it without denying the c1aims of t)le specifically human situa 
(14) 
tion -that is the eternal problem of man's existence.' 1 have said that Lawrence 
often writes about the renewal of plants in his works. But to west巴rnpeople the 
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distance between plants and human being is so far that Chaman Nahal， who is a 
Pakistani scholar， refutes Graham Hough's comments 
Obviously Hough， like the other Western intellectuals， feels that the force 
of life or reality， even if it be universal， issomewhat different in man 
from what it is in th巴 othercreatures. For otherwis巴， the question of 
sharing in it“without denying the claims of the specifically human situa. 
tion" would not arise; the two do not contradict each oth巴r;they 
(15) 
complem巴nt
The last sentence，‘they complem巴nt'is， 1 think， closely connected with the sense 
of travelling that 1 first mentioned in the Introduction. To Lawrence the life of 
the man， the life of the animals and the lif巴ofthe plants is incomparably single， 
and at the same time the life of the cosmos， al one. This sens巴ofstarrily single. 
oneness is often asserted in his later novels， but always thought of as a static 
oneness to western people. 1 have said that Lawrenc巴 travelledal over the 
world and could have his own home in travelling itself. Her巴alsowe can find no 
destination， no ends in his travelling. That is， moving can be moving when 
staying is there. They complement each other. So can life and death， and man 
and woman. 
Dualism may give us the key to the secret of D. H. Lawrence， but 1 think we 
cannot understand Lawrence only by dualism. We surely can find the real flame 
of life beyond this dualism. Chaman Nahal also points out this oneness beyond 
dualism. 
All these observations show that it is somewhat difficult for Westen 
thinkers to comprehend oneness or wholeness of reality -not a fixed， 
static oneness or wholeness， but ever.changing， ever.remodifying 
(16) 
completeness. 
The father， Frank， and the keeper， Annable， die in ever-changing universal 
nature. After they die， the dahlias will open their buds and the spring will dis・
solve into summer. So in Annable's death scene the hillside where the funeral 
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proc巴ssioncomes down is woven with the music of larks and the world thr・i1s
with conception of summer 
There was a certain thrill and quickening everywhere， as a woman must 
(17) 
feel when she has conceived. 
In spite of his horrible death， the world is full of ¥ife. And the conception of 
summer suggests how the 1ife cosmos is giving us the flame of ¥ife forever after 
man's death. So JuliiJ，n Moynahan's simple question，‘Why is ¥ife so blighted in 
(l同
The White Pe日cock?'is， in a sense， suggestive of Lawrence's idea of ¥ife and 
d巴ath，that is， lif，巴 canbe ¥ife when death is there. 
(1) The White Peacoc!? (Penguin Books， 1968)， p.46 
(2) Ibid.， p.47 
(3) Ibid.， p.47 
(4) Ibid.， p.46 
(5) Ibid.， p.42. 
(6) Op. cit.， Selected Literary Griticism， p.106 
(7) Op. cit.， S附 sαIdLovers， pp. 34-35 
(8) Op. cit.， The White Peαcock， p.173 
(9) Ibid.， p.172 
(10) Op， cit.， D. H. L側 Irelce:A Persollal Record， p.117 
(1) Op. cit.， SOIlS ald Lovers， p.18. 
(l2) Op. cit.， Tlle White Peαcoc!?， p.179. 
(13) Graham Hough， The Dark SUIl (London: Duckworth， 1956)， p.32. 
(14) Ibid.心 32.
cf. Chaman 1、lahal，D. H. Lawrellce: AIl E.αstem View (London: Thomas Yoseloff， 1970)， 
p.64. 
(I5) Op. cit.， D. H. Law問 Ilce:AIl Eastem View， p.64. 
(I6) Ibid.， p.65. 
帥 Op.cit.， The White Peacock， p.182. 
(1母JulianMoynahan， The Deed of Life (Princeton University Press， 1966)， p.10. 
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N. Chapter I. The Trestasser 
(1) D. H. Lawrence and Helen Corke 
(1) 
The Trestasser was once called“a rotten work of genius" by Ford Madox 
Ford with some sympathy. Since thell it seems that it has been neglected by 
(2) 
most critics as one of his worst novels. It cannot be denied that it is not entirely 
his own， but a revision of the work by Helen Corke， a friend一一-some three 
years older --of his Croydon days. In fact Lawrence used the story she 
wrote for his second novel and it was almost based upon a manuscript of hers. 
So even Graham Hough attaches no importance to The Trestasser， and concludes: 
The Trestasser is the product of a brief taste of London literary life after 
the appearance of The White Peacock. This kind of society never did 
Lawrence much good; and in SOIlSωld Lovers he is to return to his own 
(3) 
country. 
Well， what on earth is his own country? Most critics think of Sons仰 dLovers as 
his first complete and integrated work. When it comes to 'completeness¥we can-
not beat Sons and Lovers. But is it this completeness that makes Lawrence great? 
1 don't think so. Can't we say that his s巴cretis in his incompleteness， a rotten 
work of genius? 
The White Peacock and The Trestasser were， chronologically speaking， writ-
ten in the same period， the one begun during Lawrence's stud巴ntdays at Not-
tingham University and finally publish巴din January 1911， the other started 
much later “written in feverish haste between Whitsuntide and Midsummer of 
~) 00 
1910，" and published in May of 1911. So the two novels were written almost 
concurrently. This chronological overlapping， however， isneglected by Graham 
Hough， Chaman Nahal or other famous critics. Although Graham Hough insists 
that Lawrence turned to his own country in SOHS and Lovers， we can find it in 
The White Peacock and The Trestasser more clearly， that is to say， inthe Nether-
mere and the Isle of Wight. 
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Especially the episode of Isle of Wight is found in SOIlS and Lovers目 Inchap-
ter XII (Part Two) Paul and his mother go to the Isle of Wight for a holiday， 
where he feels as if someone were pushing a knife in his chest， because he 
knows she is not what she was. In spite of her serious illness， he makes her 
walk on the beach in the Isle of Wight 
But he would have her walk with him more than she was able. She had a 
bad bout. So grey her face was， so blue her mouth! It was agony to him. 
He felt as if someone were pushing a knife in his chest. Then she was 
better again， and he forgot目 Butthe anxi巴tyremained inside him， like a 
(6T 
wound that did not close 
What is the anxiety which remained inside him? What is the wound that did not 
close? His biography tels us that he really went to the Isle of Wight with his 
mother and his sister， Lettice Ada one day in August， 1909. It was just then 
that Helen Cork~ spent her short happy time of love-affairs in the same isle with 
(7) 
H. B目 MacCartney.Sh巴metLawrence during the winter of 1908-9 and their ac-
quaintance intensified in the autumn of 1909， when Lawrence returned from his 
summer holidays on the Isle of Wight， to find Helen in a state of shock. Her lov 
er， H. B. MacCartney， killed himself in London. 
So Helen Corke writes about their tragedy in her diary from which Law 
rence tak巴sa lot of facts and creates Siegmund， the hero， inThe Trestasser. 
Siegmund is a thirty-eight year old violinist and falls in love with Helena， 
though he has a wife and children. He escapes from his home and goes to the 
Isle of Wight with Helena. So this is clearly called the eternal triangle novel 
But is it a mere triangle love-affair novel? Of course not! In SOI!S and Lovers 1 
made it clear that William had been killed by the chafe of the collar which his 
mother had ironed so hard. He could not cut the chain round his neck. Siegmund 
is also one of the persons tied up by some strange bondage. So he tries to escape 
from this strong bondage and to find a greater life in Helena. It se~ f(ls to him， at 
(8) 
first， that Helena is ‘the earth in which his strange flowers grow.' But in fact 
(9) 
‘she merely helps to produce him.' Helena seems to play the part of the woman 
who serves Isis. Lawrence wrote a poem on Helen Corke one day in about1910. 
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1 see myself as the winds that hover 
Ha!f substanceless， and without grave worth. 
But you 。0)
Are the earth 1 hover over. 
I託ti路sobvious that Lawre叩nc巴hadan idea that 
(1) 
in the Flesh， in Woman' at the beginning of 1913. But even before 1913， in The 
Trestasser， we can already find the same thought that Lawrence wrote as ‘A 
Foreword to Sonsωld Lovers' as if he were possessed by a devil. 
So although almost al the critics neglect this second novel， 1 think The Tres-
tasser is not a rotten work of genius， but involves a lot of problems found in his 
later novels. 
(2) The death of one bee 
The Trestasser is taken， itis true， from Helen Corke's own diary， but we can-
not also deny the fact that Lawrenc巴says，‘1don't think it r巴trogradesfrom The 
(12) 
White Peacock.' And moreover he writes to Edward Garnett 21 J an.， 1912. 
But this is a work one can't regard easily ~ 1 mean， atone's ease. It is so 
much oneself， one's naked self. 1 give myself away so much， and write 
what is my most palpitant， sensitive se!f， that 1 loathe the book， b巴cause
(13) 
it will betray me to a parcel of fools目
Why did Lawrence think the work so important? What is most palpitant， sensi-
tive self in the novel? 1 think it is too difficult to answer this question， but it 
may safely be said that we can find the same agony in Paul as in Siegmund. 'The 
fact that he kills himself is different from Paul's agony in SOIlS and Lovers. But 
we know the scen巴thateach charact巴rdrifts towards death is written both The 
Trestasser and Sons and Lovers. 
As Paul had no c10se contact with Miriam， so Siegmund could not have real 
relationship with Helena. But he finds a greate.r life through her， beyond her. 
(1~) 
‘He is beyond h巴rnow， and does not need her.' In other words， Siegmund sees 
great waves of life through her， the darkness of the universe beyond her. He 
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says to Helena about this oneness with the universe. 
The darkness is a sort of mother. and the moon a sister， and the stars 
children and sometimes the sea is a brother: and there's a family in one 
(15) 
hous巴.
But Helena does not know what he thinks. To Siegmund Helena is‘the nerve 
through which he receives intelligence of the sun， and wind， and sea， and of the 
(1同
moon and the darkness.' Hεwants to touch a universal. greater life through her. 
He sees ‘the great motherhood of women' in Helena. And Lawrence himself saw 
the great motherhood in Helen Corke目 As1 said above， he writes that Helen is 
'the earth he. hovers over. earth of his atmosphere， and substance of his incon 
(11) 
stant breath目， 1 think this is his 'naked， palpitant， sensitive self' which he did 
not want to expose. So The Trespasser is not only a revision of Helen's manu宇
script， but also his own work that we cannot take lightly. Siegmund thinks him-
self one with the sea， the wind and the fock， which is given through Helena. But 
the rock betrays him. The bruise he gets is very symbolical. He visits‘his litle 
(18) 
bay' which seems to symbolize the greater woman. And thεrock hurts him. It 
l19) 
cannot be denied that ‘the white rocks' are subtlely connected. with Helena. Hele-
na and Lettie， both r巴presentativeof modern woman， are described by the same 
(20) 
white symbolism. So the repudiation by the white rock suggests the development 
of events between Siegmund and Helena. The rock hurts him， but he cannot be-
lieve that the lovely， smooth side of the rock can hurt him. For he thought he 
was one with the rock. And he realizes that he is a fool to think himself one 
世1)
with them. After he gets bruise he gradually comes to think about death. He 
stands alone， feels alienated， watching the sea， al alone. 
'Noting， inthe place where 1 am，' he said. 'Cone， like a puff of steam 
that melts on the sunshine.' 
Again Siegmund looked at the sea. It was glittering with laughter as 
at a joke. 
‘And 1，' he said， lying !I9wn in the warm sand，‘1 am nothing目 1do not 
似)
count; 1 am unconsiderable.' 
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As he cannot have contact with the rock， he cannot establish contact with Hele-
na and moreov巴r，he cannot reestablish contact with his wife and children. 
In SOIlS ωld Lovers Paul cuts himself off from Miriam， his contact with the 
spiritual， and from Clara， his contact with the flesh目 Andin the final scene he is 
separated forever by death from his mother. He is cut off from al contact and 
stands alone， under the night sky， watching the stars with terror目 Butwhen he 
申請
realizes that he is alone， he can be beyond himself. He can let himself be alone 
as the man who has died experiences in the last scene. So Paul is born again in 
the last scene. So Paul is born again in the greater womb of the universe. 
In Jhe Trestasser Siegmund also longs to be relea~.ed from both his wife and 
例制
Helena. He says to himself，下low1 wish 1 were alone.' But as he is cut off from 
Helena， he gradually develops a tenderness for the earth， looking at a gr巴at，
broad bosom of sward. 
Hewarmed with sudden love for the earth; there the great downs were， 
naked like a breast， leaning kindly to him. The earth is always kind; it 
伽)
loves us and would fost巴rus like a nurse目
And when he comes to comprehend the feeling of the earth a litle， the green of 
the trees comes out， and the red wheat is forged in the sunset. The sunset， to be 
sure， suggests the end of a day， but it would also give some suggestion that 
tomorrow should come， as is seen in The Woman Who Rode Away. The sun has 
gone down. And h巴thinksabout a bee and the hiv巴.
'Ah， well' thought Siegmund， -h巴 wastired - if one bee dies in a 
担。
swarm， what is it， so long as the hive is al right? 
The death of one bee does not matter so much， as long as the hive is al right. 
The end of a day is also the awakening of a day. That is， life can be life when 
death is there. Si巴gmundthinks about life and death as follows目
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The gold and the colour and sweet smell and the sound of life， they巴xist，
even if there is no bee; it only happens we s_e the iridescence on the 
事8
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wings of a be巴Itexists whether or not， bee or no bee. Since the irides-
cence and since it was they who made m巴， then 1 am not lost. At least 1 
do not care， Ifthe spark goes out， the essence of the fire is there in the 
世的
darkness. 
The end of individual life .is at the same time th巴1ifeof the race. One bee di巴S
when he has contact with a femal巴beefor sex， but the death of one bee gives a 
new life to a litle one. This is not a difficult scientific theory， but a common-
place law of nature. To western people， however， the existence of man is some-
what different from that of the other creatur巴s.There is a distance b巴tweenman 
and animals， between man and plants. So when Charles Darwin reported the 
Theory of Evolution， western people were surprised and were against him， be 
cause they could not think they had evolved from an ape. Chaman Nahal mad巴it
clear that western intellectuals had some consciousness of distinction between 
世田
man and other creatures， And Lawrence has some objection to the Theory of 
Evolution. Here is his objection. 
Life never evolved， or巴voluted，out of force and matter， d巴arreader. 
There is no such thing as evolution， anyhow. There is only development 
Man was man in the very first plasm-speck which was his own individual 
origin， and is stil his own individual origin"" .Of course every living 
。同
speck， amoeba or newt， has its own individual soul. 
The recognition that man was ，man in the very first plasm-speck would give a 
great shock to some Christians， To Lawrence even amo巴baor newt has its own 
individual soul. So we cannot find the difference between the 1ife of amoeba and 
the life of man in Lawrence's own theory of development. 
Now let's return to the subject. In The Trestasser， ofcourse， the idea of life 
and death is not so consistent and philosophical as his later novels and essays. 
But 1 think his own nak巴dself can be s巴enin th巴severy ideas of life and death， 
And this made him rewrite the novel， though it was called‘a rotten work of 
gemus， 
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(3) The death leaking from the great mass of life 
As was mentioned above. it is true that the story is taken from Helen's di-
ary. but Lawrence adds some other aspects to the short love-trip to the Isle of 
Wight. We know that the strange. Annable-like character appears in the story 
again. That is Hampson. who is a nihilistic. slender man of some thirty-five 
years. telling Siegmund about life and death. which he calls ‘House of Life' here目
‘1 m巴an:the man explained.‘that after al. the great mass of life that 
washes unidentified. and that we cal death. creeps through th巴 blueerト
velope of the day. and.through our white tissue. and we can't stop it. 
(31) 
once we've begun to leak 
Death is only a stream that leaks from the great mass of life. In this conversa-
tion we can find the same thought again as we saw in the death of one b巴e.And 
the book closes as Cecil Byrne. the Cyril-like character. convinces Helena that 
as long as ther巴 arefields and trees and men and women something can be 
(32) 
worth living for. In chapter 1 on an evening several months after Siegmund's 
suicide Cecil Byrne tells Helena to live while sh巴liv巴s.
‘After al.，'said Byrne. when the door was closed.‘if you're alive you've 
(3) 
got to live目，
Byrne often insists to her that Siegmund is dead. but she .is not dead. 
‘But Siegmund is dead. and his m巴moryis not he -himself.' He made a 
fierce gesture of impatience.‘Siegmund now -he is not a memory -he is 
not your dead red leaves -he is Siegmund Dead! And you do not know 
hin1. because you are alive like me. so Siegmund Dead is a stranger to 
(34) 
you 
Byrne's advice to Helena. then. was. 1 think. one for Lawrence himself at that 
time. His mother died in December 1910. It seems to me that the experience of 
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his mother's death made Lawrence write the tragedy of Siegmund. Lawrence 
confesses that his mother's death gave him a great shock. 
1 was twenty-five. and from the death of my mother. the world began to 
ressolve around me. beautiful. iridesc巴nt.but passing away substanceless. 
. Then slowly the world came back: or 1 myself returned: but to another 
world. And in 1912. when 1 was stil twenty-si.x the other phase com-。日
menced. the phase of Look! We H，日veCome Throltgh! 
The Trestasser was written befol・ehe knew Frieda Weekl巴y.and was published 
a month after he first met her. But h巴wastrying to find a new world beyond 
his ‘death experience' during that period. He had the long haunting of death 
which continued through his life. to be sure. but before his mother died in 
1910， he already described the death of the father and Annable in The White 
Peacock. And the very巴xperienceof his mother's death is found in the mercy 
killing scene in SOIlS alld Lovers. We know another kind of death is written about 
in The Trestasser. Many kinds of death， for example， death by accident， mercy 
killing， and suicide can be found in al his novels. Although there are kinds of 
deaths in our life， we should know how quickly and vividly al 1iving things live 
after those deaths. All things that are alive are amazing and surprising. Death is 
only a stream of life which leaks from the great mass of life. In other words， life 
can be life only when death is there. And this recognition made Lawr巴ncesay 
later sharply to Frieda who wept bitterly when her father' died，‘Did you expect 
(36) 
to keep your father al your life?' These words sound somewhat hard-boiled and 
cold-hearted. But the idea that 1ife is life only when death is part of it comes 
from his tenderness and love of our real， universal life， life of birds， beasts and 
flowers， which makes Lawrence say vividly: 
(37) 
C'est la vie! 
(1) ot. cit. The Letters of D. H. Lαwrelce. p. 15. (18 Dec.， 1911) 
(2) cf. Graham Hough. Tlze Dark SUII. p. 34.‘Lawrence's second novel. Tlze T陀stasser.
need not detain us long.' 
10hn E. Stol. Tlze Novels of D. H. L削抑制Ice，p. 42. 'Tlze Trestasser is undoubtedly 
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one of Lawrence's worst novels.' 
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V. Conclusion 
1 have observed first of al Paul's drift towards death and the mercy killing 
of the mother in Sons al1d Lovers， secondly the death of the father and Annable 
in The White Peacock， thirdly the suicide of Siegmund in The Trestasser. 
And what 1 would like to say is that the world is always full of life， even af-
ter man's death. Lawrence gives us the recognition that death is only a stream 
of Iife which leaks from the greater mass of life目 Wecannot stop death once liv-
ing things have begun to leak. In other words， the f10wer fadeth and therefore 
the bud opens. We always try to stop the petals from scattering down. Law宇
rence， however， tells us never to stop them from falling， to let them as they ar・e.
The bond of Love! What worse bondage can conceive than the bond of 
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love? It is an attempt to wall in the high tide; it is a will to arrest the 
spring， never to let May dissolve into June， never to let the hawthorn pet-
(1f 
al fall for the berrying. 
This idea of ‘letting¥1 think， is deeply connected with the sense of travelling， 
though 1 cannot explain it well. So the man who has died steps in a boat， and 
starts for his endless travelling， saying，‘Let the boat carry me. Tomorrow is 
another day.' 
Anyway， itis not too much to say that this view of‘letting' teaches us the 
(2) 
vivid， living voice d the cicada. 
(1) Op. cit.， Sellected Essays， p.25. 'Love' 
(2) As al Japanese know， Basho's one of the most famous poems is ‘Nothing in the voice 
of the cicada intimates how soon it will die，' which was once quoted in・Zooey'by J. 
D. Salinger. 
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This recognition of 'leting' reminds us of the episode of Basho's enlightment. Basho 
once made a short poem， thinking why the petals on the boughs scatter down. When 
he depicted it in haiku， 'Never let the petals of flowers fal，' a Buddhist priest gave 
him an advice， saying 'Let the petals of flowers fal as they do.' It is said that Basho 
became enlightened then. Although Lawrence complained of the highflownness of 
Buddhism in Ceylon (Op. cit.， Letters of D. H. L.， p. 542， 30 March， 1922)， 1 think he 
stands near Basho. 
There is no evidence that D. H. Lawrence knew Basho， but he did know Japanese 
idea of life and death. We have a w巴ll-knownfact Earl Brewster gave Lawrence a lot 
of knowledge on Buddhism and we can find a few examples in his posthumous pap-
ers， PlioeHIx. He writes about life and death in his long essay，‘Education of the Peo-
ple' as follows. 
Away then with the old system of valuation， that many is more than one. In 
the static material world it is so. But in the living world， the opposite is true. 
One is more than many. The Japanese know that one flower is lovelier than 
many flowers. Alone， one flower lives and has its own integral wonder. Massed 
with other flowers， ithas a being-in-common， and this being-in-common is al-
(54) 
白Deathand Life' in D. H. Lawrence 
ways inferior to the single aloneness of one creature. (ot. cit. Phoellix. p.637.) 
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